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Femtosecond-scale response of GaAs to ultrafast laser pulses
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~Received 30 May 2002; published 6 August 2002!

We present nonadiabatic simulations of the coherent response of crystalline GaAs irradiated by intense
femtosecond-scale laser pulses. Above a threshold fluence, which corresponds to promotion of about 12% of
the valence electrons into the conduction band, the lattice is destabilized and the electronic band gap collapses
to zero. This confirms the nonthermal nature of recently observed structural changes driven by electronic
excitations and occurring during the first few hundred femtoseconds.
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Recent progress in femtosecond-scale laser pulses
made feasible laboratory experiments at unprecedented p
ers, magnetic fields, pressures, temperatures, and acce
tions. There is great potential for applications, including d
velopment of high-frequency lasers and investigation of
properties of plasmas and condensed matter under ext
conditions. At the same time, there is increasing theoret
interest in nonperturbative calculations which include inte
laser fields.1

In particular, the interaction of femtosecond-scale la
pulses with semiconductor materials has attracted m
attention.2–8 One would therefore like to understand the fu
damental physical processes in this newly accessible reg
of short time scales and high intensities.

Experimental observations employing ultrafast opti
techniques show that the response of a semiconductor
femtosecond-scale laser pulse~with a duration of order 100
fs or less! is fundamentally different than the response to
picosecond-scale laser pulse~with a duration of 1 ps or
more!. Whereas the longer pulses appear to produce ordin
heating of the sample by phonon emission, there is conv
ing evidence that ultrafast pulses induce a structural tra
tion by directly destabilizing the atomic bonds. For examp
Saetaet al.2 reported melting of GaAs after 100 fs, as ev
denced by vanishing of the reflected second-harmonic si
~a signature of a symmetry change in the material!. Other
important experiments3,4 concluded that the response of th
dielectric function is dominated by changes in the electro
band structure rather than by the optical susceptibility of
excited free carriers.

Motivated by these experiments, we have perform
simulations of the initial stages of the interaction of a la
pulse with a semiconductor, which show that ultrafast dis
dering can be explained solely through destabilization of
covalent bonds by direct electronic excitation. We emp
tight-binding electron-ion dynamics,9 a method applicable to
general nonadiabatic processes, including the interac
with an intense radiation field. This technique permits sim
lation of the coupled dynamics of valence electrons and
cores in a molecule or material. Coupling of atomic orbit
to the external electromagnetic field is also included, so
valence electrons are naturally promoted to the conduc
bands as a laser pulse is applied. In the present studie
64-atom simulation cell was employed. This is almost
order of magnitude larger than the cells used in previ
studies~including the pioneering work of Ref. 8!, and the
0163-1829/2002/66~8!/081202~4!/$20.00 66 0812
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larger number of degrees of freedom provides increased
fidence in the reliability of the results. In addition, th
present results are more directly comparable to experim
because they involve the same properties that are monit
in pump-probe measurements: the dielectric function, wh
is mostly determined by the electronic structure, and the n
linear susceptibility, which is mostly determined by the sy
metry of the system.

Following the initial rapid excitation by the laser puls
the energy transfer from ‘‘hot’’ photoexcited electrons to t
lattice occurs on a slower picosecond time scale, throug
variety of carrier-lattice thermalization processes.5 With ul-
trashort pulses, therefore, it is possible to deposit energ
the carrier system on a time scale shorter than the pho
emission time, leading to a nonequilibrium population
‘‘hot’’ electrons with a still ‘‘cold’’ atomic lattice. Since the
electronic configuration is not the ground state, the ion po
tions are no longer in equilibrium. If a high enough fractio
of electrons are promoted from bonding to antibondi
states, the crystal becomes unstable, and a structural tr
tion occurs.

Standard molecular dynamics techniques assume the
lidity of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The ele
trons are required to follow the motion of the nuclei adiaba
cally, remaining in a ground-state configuration for which t
one-electron states are determined by the time-indepen
Schrödinger equation. The population of the one-electr
states is thus assumed to remain invariant during the t
evolution of the system. Clearly the Born-Oppenheimer
proximation is not relevant to the present problem, whe
non-negligible fraction of the valence electrons are promo
to excited states.

Excited-state electron-ion dynamics is a mixed quantu
classical model designed for nonadiabatic processes.
coupled equations describe the dynamics,9

i\
]C j

]t
5H~R,t !C j , ~1!

M R̈52(
j

C j
†]H~R,t !

]R
C j2

]Urep

]R
. ~2!

HereH represents the usual one-electron Hamiltonian, wh
is explicitly time dependent when an electromagnetic field
present, andUrep models the repulsive forces between t
ion cores. Equation~2! represents the generalization of th
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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Hellmann-Feynman theorem for the case whereC j is no
longer an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian. The conjunction
the above two equations leads to a strongly interdepen
picture: The electronic states determine the forces on
atoms, while the motion of the atoms~together with the ap-
plied electromagnetic field! determines the electronic state

In a tight-binding representation, the electrons can
coupled to an arbitrarily strong electromagnetic field throu
a time-dependent Peierls substitution.10,11 No additional pa-
rameters are required, and the applied field enters simply
phase in the interatomic matrix elements,

Hab~R2R8!5Hab
0 ~R2R8!expS 2

ie

\c
A~ t !•~R2R8! D ,

~3!

whereHab
0 (R2R8) represents the no-field Hamiltonian m

trix element between the atomic orbitalsa andb, centered on
atoms situated atR and R8, respectively. The above phas
factor introduced by the vector potential is similar to that
a Bloch state. As a result, the substitution~3! is equivalent to
a time-dependent shift in the wave vector,kA5k
2(e/\c)A(t), where, as above,\c/e represents the one
electron flux quantum.

FIG. 1. Average displacement of GaAs atoms from their eq
librium positions for various intensities of the applied laser pulse
all the simulations reported here, the full-width-at-half-maximu
pulse duration is 70 fs, and the complete pulse extends from
140 fs. The field intensity is indicated on the upper left, with t
amplitude measured in G cm.
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To model a laser pulse of total durationt0, the vector
potential is taken to beA cos@p(t2t0/2)/t0#cos(vt), where
0<t<t0. We choose to measure the pulse strengthA in
gaussian units. A common experimental measure of pu
intensity is the fluence in kJ/m2. One can relate the vecto
potential strengthA to the fluence byF5v2A2t0/16pc.8

Here we employ\v51.95 eV andt05140 fs. This yields
the simple connectionF@kJ/m2#50.815(A@G cm#)2.

Although a first-principles formulation in the linear com
bination of atomic orbitals basis is possible,11 we find that a
tight-binding representation is preferable for the pres
problem:

~i! The electronic excitations play a central role, so it
important that the excited states be at their proper energ
~These are fitted to experiment in a semiempirical tig
binding model, whereas they are typically too low in th
local-density approximation and too high in the Hartree-Fo
approximation.!

~ii ! To include the oscillatory external field, the time ste
in the simulations is of order 50 attoseconds, and the sys
may contain many atoms. As a result, only semiempiri
methods are computationally tractable.

The tight-binding model of Vogl8,12 was employed here
Periodic boundary conditions were imposed on the motion
the ions, and simulations were performed in a cubic c
containing 64 atoms. With an appropriate choice for the c
off function, the model can describe changes in bond len
of up to 30%~so that the initial stages of the excitation a
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n
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FIG. 2. Kinetic energy of GaAs atoms for various intensities
the applied laser pulse.
FIG. 3. Time evolution of the pair correlation function for GaAs, atA51.5 G cm~left!, and 2.25 G cm~right!.
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reliably described!. The second order equation~2! was
solved with a velocity Verlet algorithm, which preserv
phase space. The first order equation~1! was solved with a
Cayley algorithm, which conserves probability11 ~or more
generally preserves the orthonormality of the one-elect
wave functions!.

We performed simulations at various pulse fluences
monitored the evolution of a set of structural indicators. T
gether, they should provide a reliable description of the la
melting process. The average atomic displacement and
average kinetic energy per particle~which is equivalent to
ionic temperature! are monitored during the whole simula
tion after each 5 fs time interval. The pair-correlation fun
tion, defined as the number of atoms within each particu
distance range, is another powerful indicator which refle
very closely the laser-induced changes in the material.

The time evolution of the average atomic displacem
and the kinetic energy are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, and Fi
shows the evolution of the average number of neighbors
two representative amplitudes of the external field. In
low intensity regime, up toA51.75 G cm, the thermal lat
tice vibrations and kinetic energy are simply enhanced.
can be seen in Fig. 3, there are no structural changes fA
51.5 G cm, since the distinction between first, second
third neighbors is preserved. The curve forA51.75 G cm
marks the limit of the low fluency region; despite a lar

FIG. 4. Occupancy of excited states for pulses of various a
plitudes.
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average displacement from equilibrium, the changes in
netic energy are relatively small.

For A52.0 G cm and above, the atoms undergo large d
placements from their original positions, and at the sa
time their kinetic energy increases substantially. The stro
diffusive behavior in theRavg curves is interrupted by a
‘‘knee’’ which appears after 200 fs. This behavior originat
from the second-neighbor interaction~as we clearly observed
in test runs with different cutoff values for this interaction!.
The fact that second-neighbor interactions become pro
nent is a strong signature that the crystal loses its orig
structure. Figure 3, showing the evolution of the number
neighbors for the case ofA52.25 G cm, complements thi
picture: the broadening of the first peak is a strong signa
of a change in tetrahedral bonding, whereas the closing u
the valleys between neighbors indicates a disordered ph

The features of the macroscopic simulations aboveA
52.0 G cm lead us to conclude that the material undergo
structural transformation of a nonthermal nature. The beh
ior in these graphs clearly arises from the repulsive for
between atoms when the electrons are promoted to antib
ing states, and not from a release of the energy from exc
electrons to the lattice.

Although C j (t) can be regarded as the physical state
electronj, it is also possible to define eigenvectorsFm(k) of
the time-dependent Hamiltonian matrix,

H~ t !Fm~k!5«m~k!Fm~k!. ~4!

The occupancy of thekth state is then given by

nk5(
j

uC j
†Fku2, ~5!

wherek↔k,m.
When an ultrashort laser pulse is applied to a semicond

tor, valence electrons are promoted to the conduction ba
on a time scale which is short compared to that for atom
motion (;102100 fs versus;10021000 fs). The total
occupancy for all the conduction bands is plotted as a fu
tion of time in Fig. 4, where it is expressed as a percentag
the total number of valence electrons. One can see tha
threshold value ofA52.0 G cm corresponds to 12% promo

-

FIG. 5. Electronic energy eigenvalues around the band gap at theG point as a function of time, forA51.5 G cm~left! and 2.5 G cm
~right!.
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tion of the valence electrons to conduction-band states.
effect is roughly the same as removing 24% of the bon
There are consequently strong repulsive interactions in
initial atomic geometry, which produce massive disrupti
during the first few hundred femtoseconds.

An amplitudeA51.0 G cm corresponds to a fluence
0.815 kJ/m2. The threshold for permanent structural chan
is about 2.0 G cm, or 3.26 kJ/m2. This is about three times
as large as the experimental threshold.4 Since the presen
theory yields a dielectric function roughly half that observ
experimentally,10 one expects the nonlinear response also
be underestimated.

The eigenvalues around the band gap at theG5(0,0,0)
point are plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of time for tw
different representative intensities. Notice that the band
exhibits only thermal oscillations forA51.5 G cm, and has
completely closed up atA52.5 G cm as a result of large
atomic displacements.

Experiments4 directly measure ultrafast changes in t
GaAs dielectric function over the spectral range from t
near-IR to the near-UV. The same quantitye(v) can be cal-
culated in the tight-binding approximation.8,10 Figure 6
shows the time evolution of Ime(v) for the above-threshold
case ofA52.5 G cm, when 18% of valence electrons a
promoted into the conduction band. Att50, Im e(v) is
characterized by two absorption peaks E1 and E2. They arise

FIG. 6. Imaginary part of the time-dependent dielectric functi
~in arbitrary units! for an above-threshold intensity corresponding
A52.5 G cm.
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from the regions in the band structure where valence
conduction bands are parallel, leading to a high joint den
of states for interband transitions. As time increases
original features are washed out, signaling a loss of the or
nal tetrahedral bonding. Ime(v) also becomes nonzero fo
photon energies below the original band gap energy of
eV, and in fact begins to exhibit Drude-like behavior at lo
energies. This semiconductor-to-metal transition has b
observed in other materials, including crystalline Si,6 amor-
phous GaAs,4 and GeSb films,7 indicating common pattern
of behavior.

The qualitative agreement with experimental data is
more detailed:

~i! The transformation starts with a sharp rise in Ime(v)
at the bottom end of the spectral range, around 1.4 eV.

~ii ! Im e(v) shows a residual interband contributio
around 3 eV after the semiconductor-to-metal transition
occurred.

Our simulation shows that this contribution originat
from the states in the valence and conduction bands w
originally produced the E2 peak in unexcited GaAs, an
which are much closer in energy after the band-gap colla
Therefore bonding-to-antibonding transitions occur even
ter the long range crystalline order is lost.

In summary, using the method of tight-binding electro
ion dynamics, we have simulated the interaction of ultrash
laser pulses with GaAs. We provide a detailed microsco
picture for the coupled response of electrons and ions w
an ultrashort laser pulse with a full width at half maximu
duration of 70 fs and a photon energy\v of 1.95 eV excites
1–20% of the valence electrons. The simulations prove
the GaAs lattice can be disrupted on a subpicosecond
scale by direct electronic excitation, when about 12% of
valence electrons are promoted to the conduction band.
companying the structural transformation there is a band-
collapse, and Ime(v) begins to exhibits metallic behavio
The simulations presented here show good agreement
experiment in all important respects, and indicate that de
bilization of the covalent bonds by direct electronic exci
tion is the dominant mechanism for the laser-induced ph
transition.
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dation.
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